
Discounts for AIPPI World 
Congress Participants

 Essential for IP law and neighbouring 
fields for over 20 years

 Always up-to-date on case-law and  
the academic debates

 Contributions from renowned experts

 Supported by the important Swiss 
organiations

 For details
www.legalis.ch/sic 

CHF 225.–

instead of

CHF 276.–

Relevanz im Recht.



For more than 20 years the sic! has ensured that Swiss IP lawyers are always up-to-date with case law  
and  academic debates. Renowned experts cover not only traditional IP law but topics such as data protection,  
privacy law, competition law and IT law. With its top quality contributions and reports from the key  
Swiss  organisations, sic! readers can follow the discussions surrounding doctrinal and policy matters relevant  
for legal practice and the legal debate.  

 Fresh off the press to your desk

 Each month you will receive the latest issue of the 
sic! with recent court decisions and articles drafted 
by renowned experts.

 The subscription also includes online access to  
the case law of the Swiss Supreme Court (BGE from 
1954, further decisions from 2000), the legislation 
from the Federal classified compilation, summaries 
in French and analyses of recent case law from 
LawIn-side as well as the Open Access-Modul legalis 
science. 

 Know in advance

 A Newsletter containing a preview of all contri-
butions to the latest edition will be e-mailed to you 
before you receive the print issue. The links in the 
Newsletter allow direct access to the full versions.

 Always available in the legalis database.

 All sic! issues are readily and easily accessible in  
the legalis database. Moreover, the online versions 
contain useful links to the cited decisions and 
legislative provisions. 

   Discounted subscription for AIPPI Word Congress participants (11 Print Issues, including a double issue  
in the summer + 12 Months Online Access + Newsletter) for CHF 225.– (normally CHF 276.–*)

 sic! Trial subscription (3 Printed Issues + Online Access + Newsletter) for CHF 35.–** 

  I am currently a trainee or student and would like receive the discounted price of CHF 106.–* (normally CHF 276.–) 
for 11 Print Issues (including a double issue in the summer) + 12 Months Online Access + Newsletter.  
Please enclose confirmation from the law firm or university identification card.

 
 Yes, I am interested in receiving regular information on products.

 Private  Company Organisation

Company  First name / Last name

Street / No Postcode / Place

E-Mail 

Date Signature

*plus delivery charges: Switzerland CHF 22.–, Europe CHF 68.–, worldwide CHF 78.– 

Duration: unless agreed otherwise in writing, the subscription agreement is concluded for 12 months.  

Unless cancelled in writing 8 weeks before the end of the subscription period, the subscription is automatically extended by one year.  

The price includes VAT for Switzerland. 

**The trial subscription is concluded for 3 months. It may be cancelled in writing up to one week after receipt of the third print issue.  

Where there is no effective cancellation, the trial subscription will be converted into a 12-month subscription contract and charged accordingly.

Helbing Lichtenhahn Verlag, Elisabethenstrasse 8, 4051 Basel, +41 (0)61 228 90 20, zeitschriften@helbing.ch, www.helbing.ch

Order form +41 (0)61 228 90 20 zeitschriften@helbing.ch

Online order www.legalis.ch/sic 


